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1 - Shot to Hell 

The gates of hell are open wide 

Neon lights await inside  

Sudden death overtime  

Now your life is on the line  

Another night another bet  

Another lost you can't forget  

Scared money never wins  

Dealer calls are you in? 

One more drink as you sink  

As you drown  

One more line one last time  

Blow your mind  

You can't sleep  

Left to weep  

You’re in too deep  

One more drink as you sink 

As you drown  

One more line one last time  

Blow your mind  

You can't sleep  

Left to weep  

You’re in too deep  

It won't end well where you dwell  

You’re shot to hell  

Another night another bet  

Another lost you can't forget  

Sudden death overtime  

Now your life is on the line  

Another night another bet  

Another lost you can't forget  

Scared money never wins  

Dealer calls are you in? 

One more drink as you sink  

As you drown 

One more line one last time  

Blow your mind  

You can't sleep  

Left to weep  

You’re in too deep  

Solo Bryan  

One more drink as you sink 

As you drown  

One more line one last time  

Blow your mind  

You can't sleep  

Left to weep  

You’re in too deep  

It won't end well where you dwell  

You’re shot to hell  

  



2 - Point Blank Range 

You think you know but you don't  

You say you will but you won't  

You think you win but you won't  

You think I lose but I don't  

Your time has come 

You’re on the run 

You’re going to feel my rage  

Your time has come  

You’re on the run  

You’re in point blank range  

Your time has come  

The damage is done  

You’re in the final stage  

You have lost I have won  

You’re in point blank range  

You think you see but you don't  

You think I care but I won't  

You think you win but you don't  

You think I lose but I won't  

Solo Gab  

You think you know but you don't  

You say you will but you won't  

You think you win but you won't  

You think I lose but I don't  

Solo Bryan  

You think you see but you don't  

You think I care but I won't  

You think you win but you don't  

You think I lose but I won't  

Your time has come 

You’re on the run 

You’re going to feel my rage  

Your time has come  

You’re on the run  

You’re in point blank range  

Your time has come  

The damage is done  

You’re in the final stage  

You have lost I have won  

You’re in point blank range  

  



3 - Left for Dead  

You think I'm dead but I'm not  

Risen from the ashes to take what you got  

You think I'm dead but I'm not  

Left for dead left to rot  

I was lost but since been found  

Left for dead in the ground  

I was blind but now I see  

Damnation and misery  

You think I'm dead but I'm not  

Risen from the ashes to take what you got  

You think I'm dead but I'm not  

Left for dead left to rot  

Left for dead  

Left for dead  

Whipped and beaten left for dead 

Fractured skull blow to the head  

Intense suffering filled with dread  

Bodies cold on a frozen bed  

  



4 - Enemy of the State  

Solo - Gab  

Casualties  

Brutality  

Venality  

Finality  

Insanity  

Depravity  

Calamity  

Hypocrisy  

There is no conspiracy 

This is your reality  

You are the enemy  

Brutality zealotry machinery weaponry 

Maniacal Illogical prodigal 

Diabolical  

There is no conspiracy 

There will be no sympathy 

You are the enemy  

Obscurity Celebrity Superficial Insanity  

Maniacal Illogical prodigal  

Diabolical  

There is no conspiracy 

This is your reality  

You are the enemy  

There is no conspiracy 

There will no sympathy  

There is no empathy  

You are the enemy 

Solo Bryan  

  



5 - Nightmares of the 

Apocalypse 

Knife poised at the throat of society  

Brutalize helpless victims  

Feelings of superiority  

Terrified they run  

Crucified let it be done  

Brainwashed humanity  

Empty souls  

Fighting the power  

Losing control  

Greed and revenge 

Marching hand in hand  

White bones lie  

In a wasted land 

Nightmares Apocalypse  

Nightmares of death  

Blinded by hate  

Consumed with pain  

Mass confusion  

Terror will reign  

Land of exile  

Suffering and death  

Nuclear slaughter  

Take your last breath    

Destroy  

Nightmares Apocalypse  

Nightmares of death  

Terrified they run  

Crucified let it be done  

Nightmares of death  

  



6 - Scorched Earth  

Solo Gab  

Terrorized masses primal fear  

Mass surveillance the end is near  

Sulfuric acid raining down  

Burns everything to the ground  

Annihilation they have won  

Savage destruction the old and young  

Egomaniacal psychopath  

Sadistic nuclear blast  

Solo Bryan 

Terrorized masses primal fear  

Mass surveillance the end is near  

Sulfuric acid raining down  

Burning everything to the ground  

Annihilation they have won  

Savage destruction the old and young  

Egomaniacal psychopath  

Sadistic nuclear blast  

Scorched earth  

Reborn  

Repent  

Forewarned  

Scorched earth  

Reborn  

Repent  

Forewarned  

Terrorized masses primal fear  

Mass surveillance the end is near  

Annihilation they have won  

Savage destruction the old and young  

Egomaniacal psychopath  

Sadistic nuclear blast  

Sulfuric acid raining down  

Human life nowhere to be found  

  



7 - Scourge of God 

Corrupted defiled  

An empire in denial  

Forgotten left behind  

Betrayed frozen in time  

Scourge of God  

Scourge of God  

Scourge of God  

We rise you fall  

We run you crawl  

Resist defy  

We rise you die 

God sends his scourge  

Your reign is purged  

Hell sends its scourge  

Your end deserved  

Deranged disturbed  

Your empire now burns  

Revenge revolt  

Your end foretold 

Scourge of God  

Scourge of God  

Scourge of God  

We rise you fall  

We run you crawl  

Resist defy  

We rise you die 

God sends his scourge  

Your reign is purged  

Hell sends its scourge  

Your end deserved  

Solo Gab  

 


